


Dish to Dash is a platform for restaurants to connect 
with their customers, without having to pay 
commission. All restaurants are independent. Dish to 
Dash provides tools and solutions for restaurants to 
bridge the gap of customer reach; and can stay 
independent, with their advertisements and 
communication with their customers.

The solution provides the restaurant with a website 
and mobile dynamic site to take orders online. The 
restaurant can put the link on their Social Media 
account and in their post for customers to click on 
and be directed to a very intuitive ordering system. 
All orders are live and get sent to a tablet in the 
restaurant, given the restaurant the choice of 
accepting or rejecting the order. Once accepted, the 
system will print or display the order in the kitchen. 
The solution has the capability to specify delivery 
areas on the map and set di�erent delivery cost 
based on areas or distance.

The solution is very �exible and can accommodate 
any type of menu and/or options.

50 BD per Month
50 BD One time setup fee. Only if required by the 
restaurant.

1- Online ordering system



the restaurant doesn’t have their own delivery, Dish 
to Dash can provide delivery module capabilities. The 
actual delivery of the food is done by a third party. 
The restaurant will have the
choice from multiple companies, or can use any 
company they suggest. The Food Deliver Module 
integrates the ordering system with the actual 
delivery company. Orders will go directly to the 
company, or the restaurant own delivery drivers.

20 BD One time fee. (food delivery is charged per 
order, by the company)

2- Food Delivery Module

A promoted website that has a high tra�c of food 
ordering customers. We the website is promoted 
throughout social media and google ads. Being part 
of the list, provide the restaurant to be exposed to 
customers from all over Bahrain. It is a customer 
acquisition tool.

20 BD per Month. Premium Position 35 BD.

3- DishtoDash.com website listing



Web presence done with the focus on sales. This 
option is an appropriate tool for restaurants to 
maximize sales. The website is standard and 
optimized towards sales including “Search Engine 
Optimization” and a good web presence.

10 BD per Month

4- Sales Optimized Website

The ordering system come with the following 
options:

Delivery. Customers can choose for the food to be 
delivered to their address.
Pick up. Customers can choose the food and 
choose pick up from the restaurant with out 
delivery.
Table reservation. Customers can book a table 
with speci�c date and time
Future delivery. Customers can choose their food 
and schedule a date and time for delivery in the 
future.

All these options come with “Cash” and “Card in Store” 
payments options. The online Payment Module 
provides the customer with a third option for 
payment. PayPal, Debit Card and Credit Cards 
options.

30 BD per Month. (Bank Charges apply Separately)

5- Online Payment Module



The restaurant can run one promotion of any kind on 
the Ordering system free of charge. The system has all 
the capabilities to do price, product, time, location, 
etc...promotions. It has all the combinations a 
restaurant would need to run di�erent promotions or 
discounts. The system allows for one promotion at a 
time. This Module allows the restaurant to run 
unlimited number of promotions and any and all 
times.

20 BD per Month

6- Advance Promotions Module

The restaurant has the option to have their own 
branded ordering application. The application can be 
used by customers to make food orders. The 
application will be available on Apple App Store and 
Google Play Store.

100 BD per Month

7- Branded Mobile Application. (IOS & Android)
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